Conservation and sustainable use of wildlife resources, including fight against Poaching and wildlife trafficking
Background

• The perennial funding crunch which results in ineffective enforcement of conservation laws and measures;

• The transformation of the poaching crisis from a simple and relatively “manageable” status to a criminal and intense transnational organized crime;

• The effective engagement and participation of indigenous and local communities to the sustainable management of wildlife resources
Objective of the Stream

This Stream aims to share lessons from the experiences a number of protected areas to:

- **INTEGRATE CONSERVATION INVESTMENTS IN NATIONAL ECONOMIC PLANNING**;

- **REFLECTING ON AN EFFECTIVE FUNDING MODEL FOR ADDRESSING THE ISSUES OF LACKING SUSTAINABLE FINANCIAL MEANS TO SUPPORT THE PAS.**

- **DEVELOP SUCCESSFUL ECO-TOURISM IN CENTRAL AFRICA, BY REFERRING TO LESSONS LEARNED IN RWANDA AND OTHER PARTS OF THE GREAT LAKES REGION**;
Objective of the Stream

• **Encourage the participation of adjacent local rural communities in the regulation of the use of wildlife resources in buffer zones around PAs;**

• **Understand ways in which indigenous communities can be integrated in the protection of wildlife within PAs.**

• **Serve as micro-zones of governance and security**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overview presentation: Governance and Sustainable financing of protected areas</td>
<td>Panel session: PPPs, Offsets, trust funds, PES, Community Based PAs</td>
<td>Working Session: Action agenda for effective governance and Sustainable financing in CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview Presentation: Sustainable Use of Wildlife resources</td>
<td>Panel session: Sustainable Use of Wildlife resources</td>
<td>Working Session: Action agenda for sustainable use of Wildlife resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview presentation: Wildlife trafficking</td>
<td>Panel session: Country actions</td>
<td>Working Session: Link to IWT and Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview presentation: Countries response on Wildlife trafficking</td>
<td>Panel session: Country actions</td>
<td>Working Session: Countries Coordination and response mechanism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plenary closing session – action agenda for Conservation and sustainable use of wildlife resources, including fight against wildlife trafficking
Session 1. General Introduction of the Stream 2

• Moderator: Maxime Nzita

• Brief Description: Charly Facheux

• Presentation: Review of Last year recommendation By COMIFAC: Nchoutpouen Chouaibou
Session 2. Governance and Sustainable Financing of Protected Areas

- Moderator: Charly Facheux

- Presentations and plenary brainstorming sessions

- Building sustainable business partnership over protected areas economic roles in Rwanda and in the region. (Telesphore Ngoga, RDB)

- Evaluating effectiveness of PPPs in Central Africa – Example of Nouabale-Ndoki National Park, Republic of Congo (Emma Stokes/WCS)
Session 2. Governance and Sustainable Financing of Protected Areas

- **Intensification of Agriculture as Way for Sustainable Income and Livelihood around Protected Area in Congo Basin: Examples from Cameroon and DRC (Denis Sonwa CIFOR & IITA)**

- **Natural Resource Management, Development, and Security in the Triborder Region of DRC, CAR, and South Sudan (USFWS +)
  - Naftali Honig, African Parks
  - Jean De Dieu Kandaape, Invisible Children**
Session 3. Engagement of Local Communities in Sustainable Natural Resource Management

• Moderator: Emma Stokes

• Socio-economic importance of bush meat for local population: Assessment of cash and subsistence income in some Congo Basin countries. Guillaume Lescuyer / Richard Eba’a Atyi CIFOR

• Measuring local people perceptions toward wildlife and its conservation in the Northern Periphery of the Dja Biosphere Reserve. Manfred Epanda (AWF)

• Community management of bush meat: Lessons from the trophy hunting zones in Cameroon Guillaume Lescuyer / Richard Eba’a Atyi: CIFOR
Session 3. Engagement of Local Communities in Sustainable Natural Resource Management

- Experience and Lessons Learned from MLW. Hugues Akpona AWF

- Experience and Lessons Learned from the GEF/FAO Project “Sustainable Management of the Wildlife and Bushmeat Sector in Central Africa” Jean-Claude Nguinguiri FAO

- The Value of Endangered Forest Elephants to Local Communities in a Transboundary Conservation Landscape” Jonas (Cifor)
Session 4. Overview of Poaching and Wildlife Trafficking and Countries Responses

• Moderator: Nicodeme Tchamou

• Gap analysis of activities to counter wildlife trafficking in Central Africa – focus on Republic of Congo and Democratic Republic of Congo (Elodie Moulin, WCS)

• Update on Pangolin conservation in Central Africa: Follow up on 2015 CBFP Informal Technical Roundtable Discussion (Francis Tarla, USFWS MENTOR-POP)

• Sauvegarde des Eléphants d’Afrique. Honore Tabuna CEEAC
Session 4. Overview of Poaching and Wildlife Trafficking and Countries Responses

• DEVELOPING A WILD-MEAT THREAT MATRIX TO ASSESS WHICH FACTORS DRIVE THE HUNTING OF APES AND OTHER WILDLIFE JOSEPHINE HEAD ARCUS OUNDATION

• AWF APPROACH TO ANTI-POACHING; WILDLIFE TRAFFICKING AND WILDLIFE DEMAND. MANFRED EPANDA (ON BEHALF OF PHILIP MURUTHI) AWF

• COMIFAC / RAPAC NCHOUTPOUEN CHOUBAIBOU

• L'APPROCHE "ZERO-POACHING" ET SON APPLICABILITÉ EN AFRIQUE CENTRALE : ALAIN BERNARD ONONINO WWF
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